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Digital Interactive media require
metaphorbasea’organizational
,
models
by which to conceptually situate the
viewer and to provide a way of accessing and understandingdata. By knowing “the story” or metaphor;the viewer
can successfilly navigate inside the interactive program. As a result, these
metaphorenvironmentspromiseto be the
key sitefor innovativedevelopmentsof a
linguistic, symbolic, aesthetic, sensory
and conceptual nature, redefining the
interactiveviewer’sexperiencewithin the
digital environment. This presentation
will discuss the relevance and
conceptualizationof interfacemetaphors
with examples of the artists’ recent
works.
The following text was previously published in La I~pemAfim.
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he mechanizedsoundof an old movie projector is triggeredby the flickering motion of an early 1950’sblack
and white movie. A smiling woman turns her headtowards the camerathrough a shower of film scratches.A man
walks into the frame and they kiss. To the right of this scenea
color panel comes alive with a fast moving camera pan of a
graffiti coveredwall and stairs, the movement accentuatedby
the sound of heavy traflic noises. The camera stops when it
reachesthe site of the kissing scenerecordedsome fifty years
earlier. With the click of the mouse, the screenchangesto an
architecturalfloor plan animatedby the sound of footsteps of
what we imagine to be archivists silently moving around.

An AnecdotedArchivefrom the Cold War is an interactive
artwork on CD-ROM designedas a museumexhibition display.
The Archive featuresearly 1950’sCentral Europeanpersonal
and official Communist material in the form of home movies,
objects,family documents,Socialist propaganda,money,sound
recordings,news reports,books, identity cards,photographsof
public documentsand video footageof CentralEuropeanplaces
and events. Thesehave been part of my collection of objects
and narrativesrelatedto the Cold War, gatheredduring the past
twenty years.The items, groupedinto some sixty topics, werelgj

On first thought,a digital interactivearchivemight not seem
organizedthematicallyin eight roomssuperimposedon the original floor plan of the former Workers’Movement (Propaganda) that different from its analogcounterpart,for instancesuch as a
museum in Budapest,the original contentsof which have been standardlibrary where one samplesbooks in a non-linear random fashion by selectively pulling them off-the-shelf. Howin permanentstoragesince the end of Communism in 1990.
ever,nearinstantaccessto information acrossgeographicspace,
Viewers experience this Archive both in the digital envi- simpler modes of information storage with greater precision,
ronment of the CD-ROM and in the real-world architectural simultaneousretrieval of cross-mediadata such as sound, imspaceof the gallery in which the computerprogram is generally ageand text, and the ever increasingsuperior sorting and orderexhibited. The Archive’s contents are listed in white letters on ing capabilities of structural databasesover analog sequential
the darkenedgallery’s walls surroundingthe table on which the models are someof the obvious advantagesof interactive digicomputer is positioned. This visual cataloging serves to em- tal media.
phasize the installation’s referenceto a researcharchive enviThe transition from the real-world information environronment.An overheadprojection and loudspeakersamplify the
computer’s contents to engage the standing audience waiting ment to the digital model involves an additional necessarycomtheir turn. Each viewer interacts with the computer archive by ponent,the interface metaphorwhich functions as an organizaseIecting stories according to their own interestsand chance. tional model that conceptually situatesthe viewer into a place
As a result, they construct varying synopsesof the archive’s and provides a framework or a logical way of accessingdata.
content and context determinedby the sequenceof their choices Some of the current familiar examples include “mail”, obviously a systemof sendingand receiving communication, archiand the depth of their explorations.
tecturalenvironments,and adventure“treasurehunt”narratives,
The objects, sounds,publications and storiesthat make up eachof which functions according to the logic of their referenthe contents of the Anecabted Archive were collected during tial models. By knowing “the story” or metaphor,one can sucsporadicvisits to Hungary in the 1970’sand 80’s. They eventu- cessfully navigate within it to accessthe information. These
ally evolved into a loose grouping of artifacts that came to em- metaphorenvironmentspromise to be the key site for innovabody a biographical narrative about an identifiable place and tive developmentsof a linguistic, symbolic, aesthetic,sensory
time. In the process of organizing the archive’s contents,cat- and conceptualnature, redefining the interactive viewer’s exegoriesemergedwhich establishedtheir own sense.At thisjunc- periencewithin the digital environment.
ture, a transformation beganto take place as the Archive’s disparate elementsof personal to official and ideologically diverInterface metaphorsquantitatively transform the informasified material began to coalescethrough a set of internal links. tion that passthrough them. They charge the information conThe processby which diverse knowledgesmerge formally into textually with new meaning on both the symbolic and literal
an institutionalized discourse exemplifies the dynamic nature plane. When the viewer first begins to interact with the
of the archive described by Michel Foucault as that “practice Anecdoted Archive, the articulation of the interface’s navigathat causesa multiplicity of statementsto emerge as so many tional and visual structurebecomesthe initial experienceof the
regular events.”An interactive archive consisting of digitally archive’s content. The museum floor plan reference,the interencodedcontentsbecamethe meansto fuse the items and mul- face design, the pathways,and architectural metaphorembody,
tiple referencestogether to inscribe them into a unified form.
the environment through which the viewer must navigate in
searchof stories.One’s focusedattentionto the interfacequickly
The somewhat irreverent idea of superimposingmy per- diminishes with the acquisition of maneuvering skills and besonal narrative on the floor plan of the Budapest’sWorker’s comesdisplacedby the searchand consumptionof theArchive’s
Movement museumprovided structural cohesivenessanda rich stories.But on furtherreflection,the somewhattaken-for-granted
narrative potential. The appropriatedmuseum’sfloor plan was interface environment, consisting of title bars, selection butsubdivided into color coded “rooms” to establish thematic or- tons, color coding, defined pathways and sequentially deterdering for the accumulatedfrstgments,storiesand objects.These mined events,revealsitself as the key componentof the work “chapters” created contextual meaning for the archive’s con- Its site of authorship.Without it, the Archive’s stories, images,
tents, defining hierarchical relations and differences.The floor soundsand referenceswould collapse into a meaninglessmass
plan metaphor further emphasizedthe discursive potential of of information; narratives without a place to belong, odds &
its interface as a site where the personal narrative could enter ends without a context and framework.
into dialogue with the formal structure and content of the
museum’s authoritative history. The intent to contrast
The interface metaphor provides the context that weaves
subjectivities and interpretive commentariesin relation to the the stories togetherand gives the work its meaning.A narrative
distant formality of official material functioned to underscore evolvesin the viewers’minds, constructedthrough the sequenthis archive’s supposition that historical inscription as an act of tial accumulation of their viewing choices and guided by exnarration refutes the notion of a single unified history, resulting pectationsor a senseof truth or the real. In ~sion & Painting,
instead in fragmented narratives that contradict and disprove Norman Bryson arguesthat the real is that which “lies in a COone another.
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incidence between a representation and that which a particular
society proposesand assumesas its reality: a reality that involves the complex formation of codes of behavior, law psychology, etc. all those practical norms which govern the stance
of human beings toward their historical environment.”In the
digitally simulated environment where the viewer actively participates in shaping the outcome of the story as it unfolds, to
function within an interactive archive is to engagein constructing a hybridized real, to make visible one’s beliefs within a reality articulated by metaphors.
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